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UNITED STATES cov ens : oF Gf - 

Memorandum ~~ oe 
TO, ok Mr, conraa WEA , DATE: 4/8/64 ~~ 

FROM“? R, H. Jevons j7, A 7 
oe ae “ 

  

subject: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. a ae 
KENNEDY, DALLAS,;“TEXAS;==— 5 7 : 
11/22/63 

z 
. 

- : “™~ 3 : -On 3/31/64, SA Robert A. Frazier, Firearms Unit, FBI y' Laboratory, testified before the President's Commission on the V assassination of President Kennedy, On 4/1/64, SA Cortlandt. _ a Cunningham testified before the Commission, Numerous exhibits... {A Were introduced during SA Frazier's testimony concerning the ~ “~~ 7 ‘ identification of Oswald's rifle with bullets and cartridge cases ™“ recovered at the scene of the assassination, Other exhibits and ¢ diagrams were used to illustrate various aspects of his testimony, . , ‘ 
Net . During SA Frazier'g testimony, Mr. Melvin Eisenberg, ‘ Commission staff attorney, requested the Commission be permitted to . use portions of SA Frazier's notes so that a permanent record could _ be available of items which either were not subject to accurate verbal _ Gescription or which were detailed notes containing reference materis 

which would have required overly lengthy testimony, Exact copies of = this material are retained in the Bureau's records, . 
. Oe 

. In order that a record might be evailable as to the identity of the exhibits used, there is attached a list of all exhibits with a, description of each, Copies of the exhibits have previously been made a matter of record except items 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13. Copies or 
copies of photographs @ 47, 9, 12 and 13 are attached. A duplicate of the sulfur cast, number 11, fis retained in the Bureau's records, f 
It will be noted that 14 and 31 on the attached list are test bullets 
and cartridge cases of which we have photomicrographs as a matter of 

: : 5 
; The exhibits used to illustrate SA Cunningham's testimoge i’ 
concerning the shooting of Dallas Police Officer J. D, Tippit, . 
numbers 24 through 30, 32 and 33, have all been made a matter of record, 
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